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B U S I N E S S  O V E R V I E W

Femi9 is a fashion retail brand and design house in the Middle
East, with stores in Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain, Egypt and Syria,
and an e-tail presence through e-commerce platforms. The
company specializes in casual, occasional, formal and semi-
formal wear for young women, offering affordable prices and
trendsetting styles. 



OBJECTIVE:

The client 's  objective is  to enhance
its online sales and revenue,  while
simultaneously ensuring a
profitable return on ad spend
(ROAS) is  maintained.



STRATEGIES

Discovery campaigns with audience
targeting
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Campaign Structure and Asset Groups

Effective Remarketing Tactics

Optimizing Ad groups and Ad copy
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Campaign structure and asset groups,



We optimized the client's Google
campaigns by setting maximum bids for
profitable products and grouping similar
products into ad groups for better
management.

 Pmax Optimization & Campaign Structure1.



We improved the client's campaign performance
by optimizing asset groups, adding high-
performing assets and retargeting previous
website visitors. We also maximized search
queries to enhance targeting and ROI.

2. Optimized Asset Groups & Audience
Targeting



We enhanced ad group performance by
prioritizing the best-performing ads and
updating weaker ads with more compelling
messaging and creativity. Additionally, we
improved ad copy to increase appeal to the
target audience.

3. Ad Group Optimization & Copy Change. 



We improved ad group performance by focusing
on top-performing ads and updating weaker
ones with more compelling messaging and
creativity. We also enhanced ad copy to increase
appeal to the target audience.

4. Launched Discovery Campaigns for Different
Audience  Segments



RESULTS



Strategic optimization of the campaign structure, asset groups,
and ad groups for better management and organization.
Maximization of search terms to enhance targeting and ROI.
Development of new campaigns to expand the reach and
improve performance.

Our approach was effective in accomplishing the following:
 

1.

2.
3.

In just 15 days, we were able to assist our clients in staying ahead of
the competition, drawing in fresh customers, and improving their
ROAS by applying these strategies.

 

Conclusion


